The detection and identification of regions of interest in spatial or temporal data is a common concern in automatic target recognition. One approach to region of interest identification involves the use of spatial scan statistics. A difficulty arises due to competing concerns: small scan windows are required for potentially small targets while larger scan windows are necessary to improve the accuracy of the detector. When the scan statistics are mixture model density estimates, a borrowed strength profile likelihood approach can be shown to be superior to conventional likelihood estimators.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic target recognition (ATR) is a problem of great importance attracting significant research activity; see for instance the special issue on ATR of IEEE Transactions on Image Processing (1997) . One aspect of ATR is the automated detection and identification of regions of interest (ROT) in images. Given the image of a target area, our approach is that of spatial scan analysis, or "moving window estimates," wherein image characteristics in local regions are estimated and these estimates are compared across the entire image. If all the local estimates are nearly identical, then the area is likely homogeneous, indicating that it contains no region of interest. A region for which the local estimate is significantly different from the majority "background" should be labeled as a potential region of interest for further study.
Let an image be represented as real-valued observations (x) made at spatial locations x ER°C IR" , where the observation value represents pixel intensity. In Cressie (1993) , the scan process is described as a(x) = f((y) : y E R(x; 8), 5 > 0) for all x such that R(x; 5) C R°. TheR(x; 5) are scan regions about the spatial locations x, and we let I and denote the number of scan regions and the number of observations in the ith region R, respectively. The locality statistic 10 is a function of the observations in the local neighborhood about x. One choice for R(x; 6) is the ball of radius ö centered at x. We consider the local regional image characteristics of interest to be the parameters in a finite mixture estimate of the local marginal probability density function. That is, the probability density function a is of the following density function form ai() = )tC(; (1) where each ) is nonnegative and ) = 1, and where each C(; /4) is itself a density function parametrized by In order to test for nonhomogeneity, we consider the scan statistic T = max,3E(1 where the (pseudo-)distance dQ is defined on the space of probability densities under consideration. In this case, dQ can be
and it is clear that a better estimate of O in, e.g., mean square error, will produce a better test for nonhomogeneity.
The efficiency of detection based on spatial scan analysis is highly influenced by the variance and bias of the estimates. Since the size of the scan regions needs to be small relative to the anticipated but unknown regions of interest, the number of observations n in each scan region, upon which the local estimates are based, is severely limited. This in turn suggests that the local estimates may have unacceptably large variances, adversely impacting the power of the test for nonhomogeneity. Dependency further exacerbates this problem; since imagery exhibits (at least local) correlation, the effective local sample size is even smaller than n. (A second dependency, due to the overlap in adjacent scan regions, complicates the multiple comparison problem (2).)
To address the conundrum raised by the competing requirements for small scan regions (yielding small sample sizes) and large sample sizes (for better local estimates), we employ the borrowed strength methodology. This entails combining all the observations in R° into one sample and estimating an unconditional probability density function. The estimates of the regional characteristics are obtained through a profile likelihood technique. An assumption for using the borrowed strength methodology is that all the regions can be modeled with finite mixture models. In addition, the difference between the mixture models for the different classes lies only in the mixing coefficients. This assumption is reasonable because mixture models can approximate (nearly) any probability density function (e.g., Young and Coraluppi 1970) and even low-order normal mixtures span a rich class of densities (Marron and Wand 1992) .
We show that, by reducing the variance of the local estimates, the borrowed strength methodology is superior to the local likelihood methodology which uses only observations in one scan region for the corresponding local estimate. Furthermore, we compare the borrowed strength estimates with those obtained via the joint likelihood approach and exhibit the superiority of the former.
The local likelihood, joint likelihood and borrowed strength profile likelihood functions are given in Section 2, together with the steps of the EM algorithm for obtaining the maximum likelihood estimate based on each. Section 3 discusses the properties of these three estimators and compares the joint likelihood with borrowed strength in terms of mean square error. In Section 4 we consider the application of our methodology to the ATR ROl identification problem.
FINITE MIXTURE ESTIMATES IN SPATIAL SCAN ANALYSIS
For the spatial scan process under consideration, the observations in region R , {j = (x) , j = 1 , . . . , 2} , have the identical underlying density & . For practical purposes it is straightforward to incorporate dependence structures such as rn-step dependence and simple mixing into the estimation frameworks considered in this section (Guyon 1995) . The dependency translates into a smaller "effective sample size" but does not otherwise affect the asymptotic behavior of the estimators. For simplicity and concreteness we assume in what follows that the observations are mutually independent.
We consider three competing estimates for & which are relevant to spatial scan applications. These estimates are maximum likelihood estimates obtained from the local likelihood, joint likelihood and borrowed strength profile likelihood functions, respectively.
Local Likelihood
Consideration of only the local sample, the observations in region R2 , yields the simplest of the three estimates. The regional local likelihood function is L'(9') = 1(e;e) (3) and the maximum likelihood estimate therefrom, hereafter called the local likelihood (LL) estimate, is denoted as oi = (i, ,\'). One such estimate is required for each scan region R.
The EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird and Rubin 1977; Redner and Walker 1984; McLachlan and Krishnan 1997) is applied to obtain the LL estimate 9 . For normal mixtures (that is, in (1) CQ is a normal density () with 'b = (/4, i4); 4 and z4 are the mean and variance, respectively), the EM algorithm gives the iterative parameter update equations
for i = 1, . . . , I,j = 1, . . . , n and t = 1, . . . , m2. (Here and hereafter it is implicit that, for the mixing coefficients , t = 1 , . . . , rn2 -1 due to the fact that these A sum to unity.)
Joint Likelihood
To apply the joint likelihood (JL) methodology, one must assume common characteristics across the scan regions.
This commonality is realized by letting all the mixtures be of the same order (rn = m for i = 1,... , I) and designating the /" to be structural parameters (Neyman and Scott 1948) 
The EM algorithm for the JL estimate for rn-term normal mixtures yields
for i= 1,... ,I,j= 1,... ,n and 1,... ,m.
Borrowed Strength Profile Likelihood
Under the same assumption as those necessary for JL, we now present borrowed strength profile likelihood (BSPL) I (Priebe 1996) . Any of the n0 (= n) observations can be considered taken from the ith sample with probability In this case, the overall sample can be represented as u11{ : j = 1, . . . = {r, : n = 1, . . . ,n°}. We use the EM algorithm twice; first to find O (;o, 5O) and then to find A given For normal mixtures the EM steps for O are
for i= 1,. ,I,j= 1,... ,n and 1,... ,m.
Once we obtain L'° = (,... , , i,... , I)', the EM algorithm for ) yields
for i= 1,... 1,... and t= 1,... ,m.
The BSPL methodology thus combines an estimate of the structural parameters based on all available observations with a subsequent local profile estimate of the incidental parameters.
RESULTS
Spatial scan analysis for ROT identification in ATR demands a large number of small scan regions. Thus the relevant asymptotic results are for I -+ oo and n fixed for i = 1, .. . , I. In this section the three competing likelihood estimators are investigated under these sample size assumptions.
Local Likelihood
Only the n1 observations in region R are used to obtain the LL estimate. Since the sample size n1 is fixed and finite, we have the following result.
Proposition 1 : The LL estimate O is not consistent for i = 1, . . . , I.
However, if we allow n -f oc, 9 = (, Ai) has following the asymptotic normality property.
Denote Ie ( k::: :: ) to 
Joint Likelihood
In this framework, though the structural parameter vector is the same across regions, the incidental parameter vectors )i are different and their number increases as the number of scan regions I -+ oc. In Neyman and Scott (1948) , through an example, it is shown that the maximum likelihood estimate of the structural parameter may not be consistent. We generalize this result so as to apply to joint likelihood estimation for finite mixture models in spatial scan analysis.
Theorem: Consider general rn-term mixtures of an absolutely continuous exponential family density function CQ with parameter 0 = (b1 , . . . , Im , A, . . . , Am-i )' , a (k . in -1) -dimensional parameter vector, where i/t E T't C k 1 is (k-1)-dimensional parameter for C(.; ijt) as the t-th term in the mixture. Also the existence of, and certain boundedness conditions on, derivatives of c(; 9) , oforders up to 3, are given and I(Otrue), the Fisher information matrix evaluated at the true 0true, is assumed to be well defined and positive definite. Let mo be Lebesgue measure on km-1• Denote eF = ,1Pm,\i,... ,'\m_i)' 0 < 1 for 1 = 1,... ,m -1 and 'J-'t E Wt C Rk_l for t = 1,... ,m} We sketch a proof for the case when these C's are normal densities. The general case proceeds analogously. If the starting point is "close" to the unique global maxima of the JL function (5), then the EM algorithm converges to the maximum likelihood estimate of (5) , i.e., {5(') , 54(k) , ,4k) k) converges to ,S4 , It} as the number of iterations k -+ oo (Dempster, Laird and Rubin 1977; Redner and Walker 1984; Titterington, Smith and Makov 1985; McLachlan and Krishnan 1997) From equation (8) So is asymptotically biased. A is not consistent, of course, since n is fixed and finite.
Borrowed Strength Profile Likelihood
For the BSPL estimate, denote by
Io,\o the Fisher information matrix of the unconditional density a(e; 8°) where 0° = (b°, A°). Under the same assumptions about this density function mentioned in the previous theorem, O has the property of asymptotic normality; \/;;:e;°-O) J N(0, (io)).
This leads us to the following proposition.
Proposition 2: The BSPL estimate o for the structural parameter t,bo is consistent.
It is clear that the convergence rate for is v", whereas that for the LL estimate 'i,i is jf we allow ii -oo. As n' -+ 00, the mean square error of the BSPL estimate A, defined as mse(A) = E{SE(A, As)], has the following convergence property:
where Lii' = (0, Ar). Under the commonality of the structural parameter vector /j0 across the regions, the Fisher information matrix is the same as for the LL likelihood. "<" holds when b° and A are nonorthogonal (Cox and Reid 1987) , which holds for normal mixtures.
Comparison of the Mean Square Error
We now consider the simple case of m=2-term normal mixtures with z4 = z4 = 1 and f4 known. 1u and )4 are the only unknown parameters. The asymptotic bias of j can be obtained by numerically solving equation (8) where the integration on the right hand side is multi-dimensional when n 2. For n =2 1i, the asymptotic bias of denoted b(ji), satisfies the following equation
We calculate b(j), a function of Af and ,4, for the case when the true = 0. Figure 1 shows the asymptotic bias of the JL estimate ji from equation (9) when 4 = 2 for 0 < )4 < 1, along with Monte Carlo simulation results with the number of regions I = 100, 000. The figure also depicts the analogous results for the asymptotically unbiased BSPL estimate j Given the asymptotic bias of j, we also calculate the difference and the ratio of the asymptotic mean square error (amse) of the BSPL estimate 92 and the JL estimate O, where 92 (ji, )4)'. Again both the theoretical curve and the Monte Carlo simulation results are given in figure 2. This figure indicates that the minimax rule favors the BSPL estimate; when the mean square error of the JL estimate is smaller than that of the BSPL estimate, the difference is negligible compared to the difference of the two mean square errors when the BSPL estimate is "better." That is maxo<A<lamse(j) < maxo<Ai<lamse(i), i = 1,... I. General analytic results analogous to those presented above require significant computational effort. In particular, the multidimensional integral in equation (9) becomes unwieldy for large values of ii . (The almost sure asymptotic biasedness of the JL estimate from the theorem holds; obtaining the exact value for this bias is the issue.) However, Monte Carlo analyses such as those presented alongside the analytic results above can be and have been performed, indicating that the minimax superiority of BSPL generalizes.
APPLICATION
We now describe the use of borrowed strength finite mixture estimates in spatial scan analysis for ROT identification. For illustration we consider the identification of ROT in UAV imagery (Soilca et al. 1996 (Soilca et al. , 1997 (Soilca et al. , 1998 ).
Given the scan of the overall region R°, an unconditional finite mixture density estimate ä (; O 5O) is obtamed using all n0 available observations. This requires the determination of the number of terms m in this overall mixture. There is a wealth of literature studying the automatic determination of the number of terms to be used in a finite mixture model. In Priebe, Marchette, and Rogers (1998) an alternating kernel and mixture algorithm is presented in which the number of terms is determined by increasing the complexity of the mixture model based on mismatch between the current mixture estimate and a (filtered) kernel estimate. This is the procedure we employ.
(A preliminary investigation of the borrowed strength methodology from the semiparametric viewpoint of adaptive mixtures (Priebe 1994 ) is presented in Priebe, Marchette, and Rogers (1997a) .) The estimate ä fixes the structural parameters at for the subsequent spatial scan analysis.
For each scan region R, a profile estimate of the mixing coefficients A is then obtained. This part of the algorithm -the time critical part for many applications -is not computationally demanding. The computational resources necessary for these spatial scan density estimates can be further reduced by employing a modification of the EM algorithm such as that presented in Pilla (1997) .
In many UAV ROT ATR applications the majority of J?° consists of "background"; the alternative hypothesis of interest is a small ROT and the overall marginal density ct° is close to that of the "background." We therefore consider it remains only to determine the threshhold r. Under H0 a weighted version of T2 x2for large n. However, determination of 'r for a given significance level is a nontrivial multiple comparisons problem involving dependency. In practice, the scan regions corresponding to, say, the largest five percent of the T2 are analyzed for spatial clustering. If many of these anomalous scan regions are clustered in R° ,a potential ROT for further investigation has been identified.
Preliminary results for this UAV imagery application appear in Priebe, Solka, and Tao (1997) . A similar approach is considered for the detection of tumorous masses in digital mammography (Priebe and Marchette 1996; Priebe, Marchette, and Rogers (1997b) ).
Since it is commonplace that multivariate features are extracted in image analysis, it is perhaps noteworthy that the extension of the borrowed strength methodology to multivariate observations e(x) is straightforward. While the scan regions R are small, only the mixing coefficients are estimated for each and thus the dimensionality of the mixture parameter space comes into play only when estimating ä , for which a large sample is available.
